The CE Team works throughout the year to bring sustainable, culturally-relevant programming into California State Park’s unique urban landmarks.

Our Team

We engage with local neighborhoods to build reciprocal, long-lasting relationships that foster stewardship, connectedness, and memorable experiences.

Our Work

The surrounding communities are diverse & multi-generational - resulting in expansive programming that reaches various audiences.

Our Community

www.lastatehistoricpark.org
WHERE WE ARE NOW

Our programming focuses on expanding the health of our communities, while fostering inspiration and promoting education.

LA State Historic Park and Rio de Los Angeles State Park belong to an ecosystem of resource hubs, organizations and community changemakers in Los Angeles.

In 2023, programming was able to serve a diverse local population thanks to long-term partnerships and consistent administrative coordination.

Our longstanding relationships with a broad range of local groups and organizations allow our sites to be a vital resource for LA’s team building and organizational development needs.

In 2023, the LASHP Welcome Pavilion was used on 50 separate occasions by diverse groups & organizations.

Our resources play a pivotal role in local groups & organizations being able to strategize, brainstorm, and meet their needs.

SOME OF OUR REGULAR, ONGOING PARTNERS

100 ACRE PARTNERSHIP
ACTIVESGV
ASIAN PACIFIC ISLANDER FORWARD MOVEMENT
AUDUBON AT DEBS PARK
CALIFORNIA STATE PARKS FOUNDATION
CHINESE AMERICAN CITIZEN ALLIANCE
CITY OF LA DEPARTMENT OF REC & PARKS
CLOCKSHOP
FOOD ACCESS LOS ANGELES
FRIENDS OF THE LA RIVER
LA CONSERVATION CORPS
LA RIVER STATE PARK PARTNERS
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY
PROJECT MONARCH LA
TEST PLOT
THEODORE PAYNE FOUNDATION

ASSEMBLYMEMBER MIGUEL SANTIAGO
ASSEMBLYMEMBER WENDY CARRILLO
STATE SENATOR MARIA ELENA DURAZO
FULFILLING OUR MISSION

Our community engagement team works toward achieving California Department of Parks & Recreation’s mission to provide for the health, inspiration and education of the people of California.

DEMOCRAPHICS

WHO ARE WE SERVING?

LA State Historic & Rio de Los Angeles State Parks are located in park poor neighborhoods where 61% of the population is below 200% of the federal poverty line, 87% of public school students qualify for free or reduced lunch, and 88% of the population is experiencing a housing burden.¹

Programming at our parks engage youth, multi-generational, and elderly community members.

¹ Los Angeles County Department of Public Health, City and Community Health Profiles: Los Angeles City Council District 1. June 2018.
While serving a historically underserved and working class community, the Angeles Community Engagement Team works to bridge the gap between the needs of our everyday park goers and the large-scale, revenue-generating events being hosted at LA State Historic Park.

Revenue generated from special events sustain park operations & maintenance while supporting community programming & habitat restoration.

### Events Produced by Community Partners in Collaboration with Community Engagement & Special Events Teams

- Alzheimer’s LA
- Bob Baker Day
- Heal Hear Here
- Homeboy 5K Run/Walk
- Kite Festival
- LA Zoo Bio Blitz
- NAMI Walks
- Parkinson’s Moving Day
- Pride in the Park
- Pakistan Day Festival
- Que Buena
- Renegade Craft Fair

### Larger-Scale Revenue-Generating Events Hosted at LASHP

- **9 Movie Screenings**
- **19 Concerts**

### Looking Forward To 2024

1. **The Angeles Community Engagement Team’s Objectives for This Year**

   - Strengthen collaborative partnerships to nurture programming in the following areas:
     - Arts & Culture
     - Habitat Restoration & Conservation
     - Volunteer Cultivation
     - Intergenerational Reach
     - Health & Wellness

2. Increase impact across Angeles region to engage communities around Bowtie, Rio & LASHP.

3. Connect local events & programming to worldwide stewardship efforts: think globally act locally.

4. Acknowledge LASHP’s role in elevating local artists and continue to foster arts & culture in underserved communities.

5. Strengthen relationships with agencies to improve regional stewardship and programming while lessening the detrimental impact of large scale events.